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TRIGGER MAP | AMK CUSTOMER JOURNEY

CHETH 
THE CASUAL 
CUSTOMER
Cheth is 41 years old and is a farmer. He joined 
AMK after hearing about a promotion and has 
been an AMK customer for 6 months. He has 
an Easy Savings account and sends money to 
his children who are studying in Phnom Penh 
twice a month. Cheth wants to save money so 
that he can improve his farm and house. He will 
do money transfers through the provider that is 
most convenient for his children.

MARRIAGETHE CHARACTER AT THE HEART  
OF THE AMK EXPERIENCE

SEND 
MONEY TRANSFER

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

Receiving Agent does not have 
enough balance

Cannot find AMK easily

Cheth calls Receiver to check there  
is AMK at receiving end Cheth goes to Agent to send money Cheth asks Agent about transfer fees

Cheth gives Agent his details, Receiver  
details, and amount to send If cash: Cheth gives cash

OPEN ACCOUNT

Cheth gets request from Receiver  
to send money via AMK

If account: Agent gives phone to Cheth  
to input PIN  

BILL PAYMENT

Agent does not have enough balance

Sender has to send large amounts 
in batches

Agent double-charges fee from 
Sender (cash and auto deduct)

Agent gives wrong transaction codeCannot find AMK easily

Cannot find AMK easily

HOW DID THEY HEAR?

WHY YES?

WHY NO?

Near home / work

Bad experience with competition

Faster than bank for transfers Agent is friendly / convincing Trust AMK

Knows agent More agents in rural
Likes AMK features (high interest,  
ATM card, cheaper than competition)

Lower service fee (than Wing) Promotion is appealing No Wing in area

Far from home / work

Some areas have no AMK Agents

Hard to find agent in area (not visible) Cannot send large amounts

Does not seem as professional  
as competition

Does not feel Agent is capable  
or knowledgeable Bad reputation — slow system / service

Messaging not clear Competition is closer Competition is cheaper (e.g. True Money)

Near agent shop / branch

Sees banner / lightbox FacebookReceiver asks to use AMK

AMK Staff doing promotion in area Word of mouth — family, friends, landlord Agent pitches the services

TV spot

HOW CHETH FIRST HEARS ABOUT AMK COURTING

ENQUIRY

Cheth talks to Agent about fees,  
benefits, process

Cheth goes to AMK branch to ask staff  
about fees, benefits, process

Cheth asks family / friends about  
AMK service and reputation

Agent is not knowledgeable,  
gives insufficient pitch

People who tried AMK say it is slow

HOW CHETH DECIDES 
WHETHER TO USE AMK

RECEIVE 
MONEY TRANSFER

Sender calls Cheth to receive money  
from AMK

Cheth asks Sender to send money  
via AMK

Cheth goes to Agent to receive money
Cheth gives transaction code, phone  
number and amount to Agent

Agent does not have 
enough balance

Wrong transaction code

Cannot find AMK easily

Cheth gives phone to Agent to verify  
phone number Cheth gets cash and receipt from Agent Cheth calls Sender to confirm cash received

Takes time, slow

If wrong code, Cheth calls Sender  
to check code

CHECK BALANCE

Cheth cannot check balance himself

Cheth goes to Agent to check balance Cheth gives AMK card to Agent Agent tells Cheth balance amountCheth inputs PIN

Cheth goes to Agent shop to open account Cheth asks about fees / process / benefits
Cheth signs / thumbprints account 
opening form Cheth chooses card currency Cheth gives cash deposit to Agent Cheth signs / thumbprints receipt

Cheth gets receipt, yellow copy of form, 
and AMK card from agent

Cheth gets new AMK card and PIN

Cheth goes to branch to activate AMK card Cheth requests SMS alert feature at branch

Agent too busy,  
sends Cheth to Branch

Agent is not knowledgeable, 
gives insufficient pitch

Cheth did not know to bring documents
Agent does not offer Cheth options  
for currency

Takes time, slow

Agent does not advise how  
to replace card

Agent does not tell Cheth about  
ATM feature

Cheth cannot see which AMK card  
is for which currency

Cheth goes to AMK branch to open account

Cheth gives ID card and phone number 
to Agent

Cheth creates secret PIN on Agent’s 
phone app

Cheth loses AMK card ($2 penalty) Cheth goes to AMK branch with documents

WITHDRAW

Cheth goes to Agent to withdraw Cheth tells Agent amount to withdraw Cheth gives AMK card to Agent Cheth gets cash and receipt Cheth gets SMS confirmation (if over $5)

Cheth goes to ATM machine to withdraw

Cheth goes to AMK branch to withdraw

Agent does not have enough balance

Agent does not advise how to replace card

Cannot find AMK easily

Takes time, slow

Cheth enters PIN in app

Cheth gives Agent cash to deposit Cheth gives AMK card to Agent Cheth gets receipt Cheth gets SMS confirmation (if over $5)

Agent does not have enough balance

Agent does not advise how to replace card

Cannot find AMK easily

Takes time, slow

Cheth enters PIN in app

DEPOSIT

Cheth goes to Agent to deposit

Cheth goes to AMK branch to deposit Cheth forgets PIN Cheth gets Agent to help reset PINCheth loses AMK card ($2 penalty)

Cheth receives electricity bill from Supplier Supplier tells Cheth where they can pay bill Cheth takes bill to pay at Agent If cash: Cheth gives cash to Agent
Cheth gets receipt with transaction code 
and amount

Cheth returns to Agent to complain about 
disconnected electricity

If account: Cheth gives account details 
to Agent 

Agent makes late payment
Agent does not know how to 
process bills

Cannot find AMK easily

If account: Cheth inputs PIN

Cheth forgets PIN Cheth gets Agent to help reset PINCheth loses AMK card ($2 penalty)If account: Cheth gives AMK card 

Cheth gets receipt with transaction code 
from Agent

Cheth calls Receiver to give  
transaction code

If account: Cheth receives  
SMS confirmation (if over $5)

Cheth gets confirmation of successful 
transfer from Receiver

If code wrong, Cheth returns to Agent to 
get correct code, gives to Receiver

CHETH’S EXPERIENCE AS AN AMK CUSTOMER

AGENT PERFORMANCE HEADACHES

USER EXPERIENCE HEADACHES

BRAND HEADACHES

TOP 3 

MBO ACTIONS

LOSE A CUSTOMER

KEY
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